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About This Game

Mad Bullets, the wackiest shooter is here to put your reflexes and laughing muscles to an intensive test. You can forget about
boring stories, complicated controls and irritating tutorials, and jump right into a mind blowing, high-speed action. Now is the

time to become the hero of the Wild West and shoot your way up to the top of the leaderboards! Do you think you have what it
takes to face a real challenge?

Starring

 Mean desperados and American ninjas

 Beautiful damsels in distress

 Rusty the robot cowboy

 Savage vultures, evil piranhas and dumb chickens

An impeccable cast for a game that doesn't take itself even a bit seriously!

Mad Bullets Features

 The EASIEST shooter controls on any platform, ever!
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 The CRAZIEST characters since... well, that's classified!

 The MADDEST bullets in gaming history!

 The...

...still not enough?

Oh, I forgot to mention that there are 3 locations, 50 levels, 4 minigames, about 200 missions, 31 achievements, upgradable
equipment, trendy dubstep music, fully destroyable environmental objects, all mixed in a frantic endless shooter. Presented to

you!

Say YES to Mad Bullets!
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Title: Mad Bullets
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
isTom Games Kft.
Publisher:
isTom Games Kft.
Release Date: 10 Jun, 2016

 a09c17d780 
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Had a coupon for this game, and only got it for 3php. Its like playing flappy bird but
more\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and addicting.. Dialogues are really boring, game is linear to the point where they
put big yellow circle around every evidence you need to find, so not much of exploration or gameplay, just click on things and
progress through the story, couldnt bare to finish it, sorry. The art was pretty decent tho.. Really cool game. I haven't found
anything similar to this on Steam yet.

Most levels are really simple and easy, but there are some where I've spent 20 minutes trying to solve.

Great game for achievement hunters as well. this game is just \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. I picked
up this game because it looked like a nice little game to take up some time, and I got hooked on it pretty quickly. The game is
definitely challenging at some points especially if you are going for 3-stars on every level with some extremely tightly tuned.

Still definitely enjoyable and I invested about 40 hours to complete everything. The level editor is fun to play around with as
well.. Tried playing online with buddies.
The online hub was horrid.
Game constantly lags oh.. an did i mention the whole game freezes beyond saving if the host dies?. Nice sliding puzzle game..
Thanks for making a great game!. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing sweet. Amazing soundtrack. So much fun.
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I had been looking for something like this for a while to be able to look at cardboard photos on the HTC Vive. Fantastic work,
and very glad this exists!. Its good, decent graphics, good gameplay, kinda wonky controls on the planes, But its ok.. Roguelite
platformer, full of flavor and creativity.. I'm enjoying it a lot!

Creative, charming theme and plot about keeping the house from succumbing to all the forgotten, unloved toys.

Great balance between randomization and continuity. It's not like a complete randomization every night even if you die
and the house gets reset, there are multiple threads of overarching progress.

Long, sleek learning curve. The game is quite forgiving, but you'll be able to progress a lot quicker if you're great at
platforming. As you learn new abilities, using them to the fullest actually becomes pretty difficult. The various weapon
classes available make for pretty different playing experiences.

High mobility, satisfying hero, especially as you keep upgrading his gear. You'll unlock the abilities to jump, glide and
dash mid-air, eventually dancing around the enemies in time with their attack patterns.

Gameplay key words: Looting, exploration, fighting, base building, crafting, upgrading, quests.. This game is not
finished and yet a sequel has been released... Very sad indeed.. when you get the machine guns then it starts get
adictive.. just shooting hundreds of zombies in secounds.. Ooo the movment is not so good, I don't get motion sick from
much but the sliding was pushing me to the edge in combat. Seemed like it should be fun but I was dropping frames all
the time on 770. Also no reall sense of clipping, Your axe would just swwing right through a row of guys. Maybe a if
you have a beefier system give it a look but the combot didn't get me going.. Worthy DLC adding a completely new act
with best map for grinding stuffs. Also, the plot from main game comes to an end here so if you are interested what
happend to the Mumma... ;-). CHANGE THE PRICE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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